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Thank You…...
Stephen Middleton

A massive thank you to all who have sent donations or/and joined
as members. You are making this fascinating project take
shape. However I am concerned that some of your generosity may
not have received our recognition and thanks. Some cheques
were sent without address details so we could not acknowledge
them which is OK if donors want anonymity#.but we would love to
thank you. Such donations may qualify for incentives under our
scheme. We also had some damaged mail and who knows,
maybe even missing mail over the Christmas/Post Office strike period. We acknowledge all memberships and donations. If you
have not had such acknowledgement please contact me direct on
01423 561965 or middletonmarketing@btconnect.com and I will
rectify the situation. I am particularly looking forward to meeting
those who quality for incentives.
Bob Gwynne’s excellent work is yielding a positive educational programme and our ex. BR project manager Steve Hoather has identified components that are usable and those we thought may be OK
he has explained why they cannot be considered. He is saving us
£ thousands and his experience and contacts really are bearing
fruit. Quite honestly I don’t know how we could manage without
such people so another big thank you!

PDF Autocar
Following an enquiry by an overseas member, the newsletter will now be
available in PDF format via e-mail, any member who wishes to receive
the newsletter by this method please contact the editor at
Autocar@yorkscoast.plus.com this should help cut printing costs
considerably and ensure you are among the first to receive the Autocar.
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Progress Report
In mid January with snow on the ground, Stephen Middleton, Steve
Hoather and Marcus Woodcock visited Weybourne depot on the North
Norfolk Railway to survey the underframe that we propose to use for the
autocar.
The ex GNR coach underframe is currently used as a crane runner, the
NNR would rather have a slightly shorter vehicle and have offered to do a
swap for something more suitable (which we have yet to find) probably a
Warwell wagon.
We carefully measured the underframe and found it to be suitable, it is
51’ long with steel headstocks, the autocar requires a 52’ length with
wooden headstocks so by fitting a 6”wooden headstock at either end we
will achieve the correct length overall. Only minor surface corrosion was
found on the steel frame and all looked to be in generally good condition,
the fox pattern bogies seem to be in good order and the tyres have reasonable tread left, a pair of later locomotive buffers are fitted to one end but
we need to replace all the buffers with NER style examples anyway (does
any reader know of a spare set?). The underframe has the correct type
queen post and turnbuckle truss rods and should be a good match for the
original, it currently sports steel sheet decking and a crane pylon which
can be easily removed.
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The friendly staff at Weybourne kindly offered to shunt the crane runner
into the middle of the yard to allow us to take some photographs.
All we need to do now is locate and purchase a suitable vehicle to swap
with the NNR, as previously mentioned probably a Warwell wagon which
Stephen thinks he may have located. This is the only suitable underframe
that the trust has been able to find and it is vital that it is secured for our
project, we need funds to purchase the Warwell wagon and provide transport to the NNR, with this in mind the trust is asking for donations to the
“underframe fund” all monies large and small will help and count towards
the existing reward scheme.
Spurred on by our success with the underframe survey, two weeks later
the trio travelled north to survey the heavy pattern fox bogie that had been
offered to the trust. The bogie was a standard coach type which featured
an internal steel bracing in the form of an X to add strength, Steve
Hoather had expressed doubts that the bogie could be modified to fit motors because the original motor bogies did not have the bracing but had
deeper side frames to give strength and the motors sited in the resulting
void. Half an hour under the vehicle with torch and tape measure convinced us that it was not a practical option to modify the bogie, our hopes
dashed we retired to a local hostelry for lunch and a brewery tour! Who
said preservation isn’t fun?
Having discounted our preferred bogie option the trustees have decided to
use plan B (well actually nearer plan Y) which is to use an ex Southern
region EMU motor bogie. This should be a considerably cheaper option
than plan A, saving on design costs and only requiring refurbishment,
Steve Hoather has located several redundant motor bogies which we intend to inspect shortly.
Whilst it is a blow not to be able to fit a correct pattern fox motor bogie, it
was always going to be touch and go as to whether we could achieve this
within budget, and our main aim at present is to get a viable project underway. This is not to say that in years to come we may be able to fund an
exact replica of the original power equipment and bogie. Hopefully by the
time step boards and correct pattern axle box covers are fitted the modern
bogie will not be too obvious
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What ext?
You should by now have read of the progress we have made in sourcing a
suitable underframe for our project, we are also hunting for a motor bogie, both these items are vital for our success and need to be secured. If all
goes well our second round HLF application will be submitted in the
summer and a decision made by the year end, HLF rules clearly state that
we cannot start work or purchase equipment before a successful award is
made, hence we can not purchase either underframe or bogie.
Whether the trust is successful in its HLF application or not an underframe will be required and it makes sense to start fundraising now so we
can hit the ground running when work finally starts, the purchase will also
count towards our match funding.
You have probably guessed by now what this is leading up to….. yes an
UDERFRAME APPEAL!!!
Purchase of a Warwell wagon to swap for the NNR underframe, transport
of the wagon to the NNR and then underframe to Embsay will be at least
£6000. Purchase of the underframe will be a major boost to our project
and an achievable first target, so those who have not yet got round to donating please complete the enclosed form a.s.a.p. those who have already
contributed thank you and please do again! Remember all contributions
will count towards our “rewards” scheme too.

DIG DEEP YOUR AUTOCAR EEDS YOU!

Shopkeepers Please
The shop at Bolton Abbey in the GER Royal saloon opened over
Easter and made a reasonable contribution. We want it to open
over other busy days, particularly bank holidays. It is quite a pleasant job but we need volunteers to run it. Please contact Stephen
Middleton if you can help on 01423 561965
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Building the Medley Petrol Electric Autocar:
Introduction
Richard Marsden
This article is intended to be the first of a series of short articles describing the construction of the Medley Models Petrol Electric Autocar kit for
7mm/ft scale. I shall discuss the problems I find, sources for additional
parts, and hopefully spur some discussion.
First an introduction: I'm a Yorkshireman living in the Dallas-Fort Worth
Metroplex in North Texas. I also model in N scale, so if you ever go to a
model railroad show in North Texas and see a modular layout running
LNER amongst the BNSF and Union Pacific, then that is probably me! I
also own/operate the "LNER Encyclopaedia" website at
http://www.lner.info . Everyone is welcome to come over and join the
forums - Simon Gott is already a very active member.
So, on to the kit. Medley Models sell kits for both the Diagram 102 and
176 versions, with both kits costing GBP100. Medley is operated by E.
Hoyle who can be contacted at 3, Church Side Villas, Leeds, LS26 9HH.
Cheques should be made to E. Hoyle and postage is charged at 10%.
I am building the earlier Diagram 102 version, and I plan to paint it in the
attractive "red and cream" livery.
The kit is a nickel silver kit and contains virtually all the required body
parts and body castings. As is standard, it does not include wheels, motor/
gearbox, paint or transfers. Window glazing and interior furniture/
controls are also excluded. The only major body part which appears to be
missing is an interior partition. This will have to be fabricated using one
of the supplied partitions as a template.
I will cover construction in future articles. I have started to source the additional parts. Here is my progress:
This is my first 7mm kit which has glazing. Other modellers recommend
glass as only glass looks like the real thing (unlike the plastic sheet I use
in N). I have already sourced microscope slides and extra large microscope cover slips from an online lab supplier.
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Terry Russell is known in the 7mm world for 'everything trams' and he
has been very helpful in supplying reversible seats and tram controllers.
The tram controllers are his "C4" controller and are a good match for the
controllers visible in the photographs and diagrams. The diagrams show
seats which are about 2ft9in wide, but the photograph of the interior
shows seats which are about 3ft3in wide. This 6in difference adds up to a
difference of 1ft in the gangway width. Although I believe the photograph
with the 3ft 3in seats look better, I have used Terry Russell's "US2" seats
which are a scale 2ft8in wide. The alternative would be to make my own
resin castings. Terry Russell can be contacted at:
Terry Russell Trams, ‘Chaceside', St Leonards Park, Horsham,
West Sussex, England, RH13 6EG.
http://www.terryrusselltrams.co.uk

Work starts on the Medley kit: The sides have been removed from their
frets and the window ventilators fitted.
For the wheels I have chosen the Slaters wheels recommended by Medley
- I will discuss these in a future article. The kit's instructions talk about
using a OO motor and chain drive, but I am considering an ABC motor
bogie instead.
I have a number of unanswered questions: Details on interior colours
(especially the seats and curtains) are few and far between. Also, radiator
elements were fitted on the clerestory roof at an early stage. These are
barely visible on most of the surviving photographs and they are not on
the diagrams. What did they look like? E. Hoyle asks the same question
in his instructions, so we would both like to know!
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Autocar 4mm Model kit
Simon Gott
At the beginning of this month, Worsley Works, a small model manufacturer, released a kit of the autocar in 4mm (OO) scale. This was done in
co-operation with us, I measured up the autocar last year to supplement
the NER plans available and provided various photographs. Allen Doherty, the owner and CME of Worsley Works is producing this kit as part
of his business rather than as a fund-raising special edition for us, though
he is supportive of the restoration.
Much of the credit for this new kit should go to Jonathan Wealleans, who
suggested Worsley Works as a potential manufacturer in response to a
careless comment by yours truly on the LNER Encyclopedia’s Forum. I
followed this up, one thing led to another, and now we have a new kit in
4mm…
For those modellers unfamiliar with Allen’s work, his kits are similar in
nature to those of Comet Models. They contain brass etch pieces (for the
floor, sides, ends and clerestory section) but lack castings, glazing and
wire, as well as the usual omissions of wheels, paint and transfers. They
are scratch-aid kits, to assist the experienced modeller to produce a
model. Some scratchbuilding and utilisation of other firm’s products will
be required for the finished model. The kit is for the later body type, after
the NER enlarged the vestibule to form a luggage compartment and will
be accurate for the period 1908 – 1931. The price is £30 (and P&P of
£1.60), cheques are payable to ‘A Doherty’. For further details, Worsley
Works’ web-site is: www.worsleyworks.co.uk and his mail-order address
is: 19 Douglas Road, Worsley, M28 2SR.

The Worsley Works brass
etch sheet.
Photo; S Gott
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ER 3453
Now the trust has taken delivery of NER 3453 I thought an article on her
history was appropriate, most of the following has been drawn from articles published in the NYMR magazine Moors Line by the NER Coach
Group.
North Eastern Railway No3453 was built in November 1904 as a diagram
14 eight compartment third class clerestory coach, In December 1906 it
was converted into a diagram 116 autocoach. These vehicles had distinctive twin portholes in the drivers end compartment, a luggage compartment an upgraded first class compartment and five third class compartments.
The coaches invariably ran with auto-fitted class BTP (LNER class G6)
locomotives, either singly or in pairs with the engine between two
coaches. The complete ensemble was termed a “steam autocar” by the
NER, this has caused much confusion to your trustee’s over the years who
are now learning to call the Petrol Electric the Autocar and 3453 the Autocoach ! The steam autocars were used throughout the NER system on
lightly used routes; Hull and Whitby were notable centres.
During the 1920’s the autocars were gradually replaced by the LNER
Sentinel and Clayton steam railcars. The control equipment was removed
from the coaches and they continued in service as conventional brake
composites.
No 3453 was taken into BR stock and photographed by W A Camwell in
Scarborough as No 23453 around 1950. In 1952 it was converted into a
departmental vehicle No DE320180 many of the doors were screwed up
and the interior partitions were removed, used as a mobile office by 1971
she was derelict in Leeds.
Members of the NYMR’s Humberside Area Group were told of 3453’s
plight and formed the NER Coach Group to purchase the coach, on the
16th of September 1971 the coach was delivered to Hull on a freight train
from Healey Mills and lodged in a private siding.
Restoration work started straight away with the replacement of the compartment partitions and work on the clerestory, by 1975 the exterior was
looking quite respectable and it was hoped that the carriage may attend
the Shildon Rail 150 Exhibition in August but unfortunately repairs were
not completed in time. 3453 moved into the former Hull Dairycoates loco
shed alongside Ex LMS black five 5305, further work was done here
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including the replacement of a defective wheelset.
On Thursday 8th of December 1978 No 3453 was hauled from Hull to
Doncaster Carr loco shed by a class 40 loco, it was then collected on the
9th by Ex SR S15 No 941 which continued to Grosmont on the NYMR.
The coach was initially stored at Goathland and later at Levisham, by this
time the group had acquired a further two coaches which were making
great demands upon their time so 3453 remained sheeted over and started
to slowly deteriorate in the harsh NY Moors weather.
Stephen Middleton approached the NERCG about the chances of obtaining 3453 and they kindly donated her to our project. It is interesting to
note that it was NERCG members who discovered the body of 3170 in a
field nr Kirkbymoorside in the early 1970’s

Doncaster Engineering Society
A colleague of Steve Hoather’s drew his attention to an old Institute of
Locomotive Engineers paper from 1956 called “Evolution of the internal
combustion locomotive” which deals exclusively with locomotives.
In the discussion reports there is an item from Lt. Col. LFR Fell
(presumably of “Fell” 4-8-4 loco fame) who mentions the NER petrol
electric autocars running between Scarborough and Filey in 1904. Apparently Fell read a paper to the Doncaster Engineering Society in 1913 on
railcars “referring to a variety of internal combustion engine cars”. Mr H
N Gresley was dismissive of the use of IC engines on the railway because
of the “high cost of motor spirit”.
We would like to trace a copy of this paper and have contacted both Doncaster Library’s archive and the I Mech E who can find no trace of the
Doncaster Engineering Society, we assume it was absorbed into a larger
society and disappeared. Does any reader have any further information as
to where the society’s records may be held?

A warm welcome to the following new members;
Mr G Wells of Redcar,
Mr J Boddy of Doncaster,
We now have 63 members
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BTP class 0-4-4T No 605 of 1879, coupled to autocoach No 3456 at an unknown location.
Photo; Courtesy DJ Williamson
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